Culture and
Leadership Clubs
CARE Clubs
Children who Believe In
Acceptance
Respect and
Equality for all
CARE club’s began with an idea. To
provide children the opportunity to
learn about various cultures and
world issues and through education
inspire their creativity in working to
incite change at any level.

Cultural Café’s
Cultural café’s have been run in Red
Deer for multiple years and are a
unique way for people of all cultural
backgrounds to share and discuss
different topics.
Cultural Café’s start with a theme
topic like “Immigration Mythbusters”
and allow people from all groups to
learn, discuss and share their
thoughts.
Cultural Café’s are a good way to
engage the adult community in an
open forum where all opinions are
respected and welcomed.

Summer Programs
2012

If you would like to host a Cultural
Café in your space please contact us
anytime!

CARE clubs are for any age group
and can be a part of any community
programming (library, childcare
centers and more!)
CARE clubs are a great way to raise
awareness in communities as well as
teach young people the value in
leadership.
Central Alberta Refugee Effort
#202, 5000 Gaetz Ave
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6C2
(403) 346-8818

Jan Underwood—Public Awareness
Coordinator
Ph. 403-346-8818
Jan.underwood@care2centre.ca
Avery Acheson—Rural Awareness Coordinator
Ph. 403 346-8818
Avery.acheson@care2centre.ca

Summer Cultural Programming
Since 1979, The Central Alberta Refugee
Effort has been assisting the settlement
of refugees and immigrants to the
Central Alberta area.
This success of the last 30 years are
made possibly by the wonderful citizens
of Central Alberta. The public Awareness
program was created to keep Central
Alberta aware of, and active in creating
welcoming communities.
Our programs are educational, fun and
free of charge: They make a great
addition to any summer program!

The C.A.R.E Difference
What sets us apart is our volunteers.
CARE is lucky to have amazing volunteers from all over the world who are
willing to share their culture, stories and
experiences with you. Whenever possible, they come with us to your programs
to enhance the experience for everyone!

Summer Programs

Custom Designed
Programming

Multicultural Madness

CARE is also able to create custom presentations for your specific needs. We’ve
presented at school assemblies, teacher
conventions, conferences, small groups
and more

Bring the world into your summer programs! CARE will bring books, crafts and
whenever possible a volunteer that will
help highlight a new culture with every
visit.

Meet a Newcomer:
Participants will be introduced to a recent newcomer to Canada to hear their
stories and learn about their experience
immigrating to Canada.

If you have an event or program you’d
like us to attend or host please let us
know, we are happy to be involved and
apply our experience to make sure it’s
the best event or presentation possible!

Working towards Inclusion:
Participants will be challenged by different activities that build an understanding and awareness of the importance of
inclusion.

Staff Cultural
Awareness Training

Rise Above Bullying and Racism!

We encounter diversity in our lives daily,
and understanding how to effectively
communicate and understand cultural
differences is necessary.

An active presentation on how to properly respond to acts of bullying and racism.

You Can Make a Difference!:
This presentation focuses on young
people (6-12 years old) that have made
differences globally. Participants are
challenged to examine their lives and
make differences locally or globally.

Cultural Awareness Training addresses
cultural competency and cross cultural
communication within your team. We
use games, activities, discussion and
introspection to keep a fun, educational
and open atmosphere!

